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Clerk, Hawaii Land Office

Tiles in Carton 22
Description of Lot 1
Maka'ikini Great Wall
Occupied by N. Kona Co., Hawaii.

Beginning at a point on Keaukini Great Wall, being the NW corner of Grant 1744 Kahuna'alele, where it is 580' & 25' N true 182' feet to Boundary rock at sea shore, the initial point of Ap. 1.
Beginning as follows:
1. S85°40' E true 115' feet along Grant 1744 Kahuna'alele
2. S13°13' W true 65' feet along the stone to road corner
4. N10°50' W true 228' feet along road to sea corner
5. N8°25' E true 1512' feet along Road S. K. A.,
1715 H. Kamehameha St.
the initial point, and containing an area of 66\%  \frac{98}{100} \text{ Acres.} \\
Honolulu, \\
Dec 20, 1892 \\

\[ \begin{array}{ccccccc}
12 & 5 & E & W & 1000' \\
3691' & 3691' & N & S & N & 2.35 \\
\text{Surveyed Oct. 1907} \\
\end{array} \] \\

\[ \text{Grant 1744, Mauanaele} \]